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          Product:

PDFTron android SDK

Product Version:

9.2.3

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

I would like to align ‘Toolbar’ menu items to either left or right ?. Can you please help me to find some samples for the same ?

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

I have a use of changing the alignment of toolbar items, either left or right.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:


[image: image]
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Kindly find the screenshot from my tablet device, as a reference.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	View mode - Reflow document mode in Android
	Customizing thumbnail slider in Android - Change thumbnail slider buttons
	Create custom annotations in Android
	Customize the viewer’s theme - Customize the viewer’s theme

APIs:	Com.pdftron.pdf.widget.toolbar
	Com.pdftron.demo.widget.menu
	Line

Forums:	How to enable toolbar all the time?
	How to get co-ordinates related to pdfdoc when i tap on the document?
	How to update toolbar button image color?
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          Hi,

To achieve this you can use toolbarItemGravity in the ViewerConfig.Builder.

Please see sample Java code below for aligning the toolbar items to the left:

new ViewerConfig.Builder().toolbarItemGravity(Gravity.START)


Best,

Eamon
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          thank you. it is working as expected.
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